
 

 
 

A partnership that aligns well –  
Both in the past and now. 
 
 
TJ Hammond Transport Ltd. are a dedicated Transport Specialists since 1948. They offer transport and 
logistics, storage, distribution and loading services. The Hammond fleet grew substantially over the years 
to meet all requirements, certification and accreditations of the industry, operating a diverse fleet of quality 
MAN trucks and trailers. 
 
MAN FS had worked with Hammond Transport previously by financing the current MAN trucks fleet. 
Roger Millar, Business Development Manager for MAN FS worked with Terry Hammond, Managing 
Director at Hammond Transport to look at suitable finance options for the new MAN TGX. Hammond 
Transport was looking on replacing a Euro 5 MAN with the latest MAN TGX new generation. The ideal 
solution needed to be a smooth transition and avoiding loss of time on the road. 

A Hire Purchase product on a 60 month agreement was the final solution. Working together, MAN FS and 
Hammond Transport ensured a quick turnaround of setting up the finance agreement and meeting the 
business needs. 

Terry explains that reliability and customer care are at the forefront of the business, as well as a seamless 
delivery experience which they achieve through using the best equipment and their professional team. 
“We have invested in the latest technology and high specification vehicles with the latest safety and 
compliance features, our fleet are all Euro 6 ULEZ compliant” said Terry. 

The new MAN TGX, which was launched early in 2020, has recently been awarded Truck of the Year 2021. 
It has been recognised as particularly advanced in terms of driving comfort, working and living conditions, 
safety, fuel efficiency and connectivity. Hammond Transport has certainly upgraded its fleet with this new 
addition.  
 

“We have been dealing with the 

MAN FS representative for 

many years, he is excellent, is 

always available and will meet 

in person” 



Hammond Transport and MAN have had a good relationship for the last 20 years “Our drivers love the 
quality and good driving experience, matched with MAN reliability”. MAN Financial Services is also his 
preferred choice, and quite beneficial as Terry adds “we have a credit line in place with some of the best 
rates in the industry”. 
 
On the working relationship with MAN FS Terry said “Our dedicated point of contact is Roger Millar, we 
have been dealing with him for many years, he is excellent, always available and will meet in person”.  
 
Though an uncertain year it is, Hammond Transport is confident and looking forward to a busy 2021 
supporting their great customers. 
 
 
 

 


